
Flip into a new era of AI
Perfectly framed pics, 
powered by Galaxy AI 
Capture stunning hands-free photos from any angle with 
AI FlexCam1 that frames your shot automatically.

Keep connected — even 
with your phone closed 
Complete simple tasks and send texts without opening your phone 
on FlexWindow with Galaxy AI. Get quick reply text suggestions 
based on the context of your conversation, use Bixby to change 
songs hands-free and more.

Your tiny, mighty translator
Immerse yourself in fluent conversations using Interpreter 
with Galaxy AI.2 Talk with someone in another language 
face-to-face with live translations you can both see.

Capture high-res photos and
videos with pro-level AI editing 
Snap your shot and then instantly fix imperfections, move objects and 
enhance colors with AI smart tools like Generative Edit and more.

Samsung account login is required for certain AI features. Galaxy AI features by Samsung will be provided for free until the end of 2025 on supported Samsung Galaxy devices.



Color Silver Shadow YellowBlue    Mint

(Some colors not available in all channels)

Display Main Display:
6.7" Dynamic AMOLED 2X Infinity Flex Display4

120Hz Adaptive Refresh Rate

Cover Display:
3.4" Super AMOLED5

Features FlexCam1

FlexWindow
Convenient Health Tracking10

Photo Assist3

Interpreter2

Camcorder mode
Pocketability

Rear Camera 50 MP Wide | 12MP Ultra Wide Battery 4,000mAh11

Super Fast Charging12

Fast Wireless Charging 2.013

Wireless PowerShare14

Front and Inner 
Cameras

10MP Selfie Camera Processor Snapdragon® 8 Gen 3 Mobile Platform for Galaxy

Memory
and Storage 
(some storage options not 
available in all channels)

12GB RAM | 256GB / 512GB Storage6 Dimensions
and Weight

Unfolded: 165.1mm x 71.9mm x 6.9mm
Folded: 85.1mm x 71.9mm x 14.9mm
Weight: 187g

Network Support 1, 2, 3, 5, 7, 8, 12, 20, 25, 28, 29, 30, 38, 41, 
48, 66, 70, 71, 77, 78, 257, 258, 260, 261

OS Android 14
One UI 6.1.1

S Pen Support No Connectivity 4G LTE
5G15 (sub6, mmWave)

NFC
Wi-Fi 6E

Durability and
Galaxy Z Assurance

Corning® Gorilla® Glass Victus® 2
IP48-Rated Water Resistance7

Enhanced Armor Aluminum 
Pre-Installed Screen Protector8

(with one-time free replacement)
$200 one-time screen replacement9

Biometrics Capacitive Fingerprint ID
Face Recognition

1Auto zoom length varies and is shorter than standard zoom length.   2Requires Samsung account login and language preset (English and Spanish pre-installed; other languages require free download). Results may vary.   3Requires Samsung account login 
and internet connection. Editing with Generative Edit results in a resized photo up to 12MP.   4Display measurements are diagonal, and actual viewable area is less due to rounded corners and camera hole punch.   5Display measurements are diagonal, and 
actual viewable area is less due to rounded corners.   6Portion of memory occupied by existing content.   7Resists solid particles >1mm; Tested for submersion in up to 5 ft. of fresh water for up to 30 minutes. Rinse residue / dry after wet.   8One (1) replacement 
of the screen protector for each qualifying purchase within one year from the date of purchase; proof of eligible purchase required. See full terms and conditions at https://www.samsung.com/us/support/service/z-screen-protector-promo/.   9One (1) 
reduced-fee screen repair ($200/Galaxy Z Fold6, $200/Z Flip6) for each Z Fold6 or Z Flip6 qualifying purchase made by 07/31/25. Expires two years from purchase; proof of eligible purchase required. See full terms and conditions at https://www.samsung.
com/us/support/service/z6assurance-screen-repair-promo/.   10Galaxy Ring AI features track data and require compatible phone and Samsung account. Galaxy Z Flip6 Galaxy AI features by Samsung will be provided for free until the end of 2025 on supported 
Samsung Galaxy devices. Products sold separately.   11Typical value tested under third-party lab condition. Rated (minimum) capacity is less. For more information, please visit www.samsung.com.   1225W Super Fast charger sold separately. Super Fast 
Charging speed depends on battery level and other factors; use only Samsung-approved chargers and cables; do not use any worn or damaged chargers or cables; incompatible charger or cable can cause serious injuries or damage to your device.   13Wireless 
charger sold separately.   14PowerShare works with most Qi-Certified devices. Requires minimum 30% battery to share. Speed and power efficiency of charge varies by device. May not work with some accessories, covers or other manufacturer's devices. If 
you have trouble connecting or charging is slow, remove any cover from each device. May affect call reception or data services, depending on your network environment.   15Requires optimal 5G network connection, available in select markets. Check with 
your carrier for availability and details. Download and streaming speeds may vary based on content provider, server connection and other factors.
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